Luxaire® Charge Smart™ enables faster installations and more efficient yearly maintenance of our Acclimate™ Variable Capacity Residential Systems. By simply removing two screws, built-in Charge Smart™ monitoring helps ensure units are charged correctly when installed, giving the homeowner peace of mind and allowing contractors to determine system refrigerant charge measurements more quickly — all without disconnecting or attaching anything to the unit.

**Easier installation process:**
Charge Smart™ shortens installation time by building in the tool necessary to confirm the unit is properly charged.

**Streamlined verification:**
A digital screen on the back of the unit quickly displays refrigerant pressures and temperatures contractors need to evaluate the system charge — all without connecting any additional gauges, sensors or accessories. If the screen shows a frowning face, the system requires attention. But if the screen shows a smiling face, the system is operating correctly.

**Faster maintenance:**
By making pressure and temperature information available by simply removing an access panel, homeowners can expect faster maintenance or service calls, increasing contractor productivity.

---

**Integrated monitoring:**
Charge Smart™ sends an alert to the homeowner and shows the technician if the system requires adjustment. The digital screen displays high side pressure, liquid temperature, low side pressure and suction temperature. With this information, Charge Smart™ provides direct readout of both system subcooling and superheat.

**The rigorously tested, high-efficiency residential split system with built-in, advanced charge monitoring:**
Luxaire® ensures faster, more accurate installations with Charge Smart™ — standard in our Acclimate™ Series of variable capacity outdoor units. In the future, should the refrigerant charge require attention, an alert is sent to the homeowner. And if the homeowner has the contractor monitoring the system, the servicing contractor will also be alerted.
INNOVATION CLOSE TO HOME

We design, engineer and assemble the Luxaire® Acclimate™ Series line of variable capacity residential systems in the United States, where we can closely monitor and improve processes that directly affect quality. It’s this commitment to excellence that allows us to develop new and innovative products in the HVAC industry. That’s why, when it comes to home comfort, Luxaire® continues to set the standard.

Visit www.Luxaire.com/acclimate to learn more.

The Luxaire® Acclimate™ Series LP9C modulating gas furnace received the Consumers Digest Best Buy Award.

The Best Buy seal is a registered trademark of Consumers Digest Communications, LLC, used under license. Luxaire® products are recognized for quality.